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Perfin "G.J.S"   Bulletin 331 Page 5 
 
DAVE HILL thinks we may be wrong with the identity put forward in  
the last Bulletin. He has it on a ½d QV vermillion with part duplex  
... LEY F 1?  F12 is Batley and is probably G & J Stubley as G2850.01  
(GJS) and G2860.01(G&/JS) - identities in Tomkins. Stubley's were  
woollen manufacturers at Bottom Mills, Bradford Road and Hick Lane  
Mills. They still existed in 1951. 
 
Jack Brandt has 2 ld lilacs (no covers), cancels F12 and probably 253.  
F12 is Batley (Yorks) and 253 is Dewsbury (Yorks). Both these are  
close to each other but about 6o miles south of Darlington. This enlarges  
the area - the plot thickens! 
 
Perfin ER/Ld  Bulletin 331 Page 16 
 
E3940.02 Jack has this with Bute Dock B.O. Cardiff cancel of 1904 and  
up to KGV1 Dk. so this company was around for a while. Any guess at  
an identity should check to see if it covers this range. 

 

Railway Newspaper Parcel Stamp with Perfin "WHS/&S"   
Bulletin 302 (Oct '99) Page 8-9 

 

JEFF TURNBULL has sent an illustration of another Railway  
Newspaper stamp similar to the one shown in Bulletin 302 Page 8. This  
one is the ld value, red in colour, from the Yorkshire & Lancashire  
Railway. The perfin of "WHS/&S" is the same but has still not been 
positively, identified with W H Smith & Son. 

 

"X" Perfin on Stamps of Crete   Bulletin 331 Page 22 

 

JEFF TURNBULL has a Crete "X" perfin on a Revenue Document  
dated 1901. He says in the World perfin catalogue it is described as 
"Xartosimo (Chartosimo) Revenue". The following illustrations are  
scanned from Jeff’s document. If he can get a translation of any of the 
wording he will keep me up-dated. 
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